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QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHTS

• The Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund returned -12.4% in the March quarter. MCGG.ASX returned -4.8% over 
the period from inception (3 February 2022) and the end of March.

• The first quarter of 2022 has been difficult for global financial markets. What began as a growth equity correction, 
escalated through February with the Russian invasion of Ukraine and concluded in March with a vicious bond market 
sell-off on the back of an increasingly hawkish Federal Reserve. 

• We have worked over the past several months to improve the overall quality, valuation and diversification of the 
companies in the Fund as well as screening to ensure we are comfortable with every company’s balance sheet. 

• From a stock attribution perspective for the quarter, positive contributions came from Food Revolution agricultural 
companies Nutrien and Deere & Co (see stock stories).  

INVEST IN THE JOURNEY PODCAST
 
Munro is pleased to announce the start of the Invest in  
the Journey podcast. A podcast of the long and short 
of Munro’s long-term thinking.

Catch up on the first two episodes on Spotify or 
wherever you get your podcasts.

Episode 1 - Starting from the start 
Episode 2 - Conferences are back!
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MCGGF Fund quarter return# 

-12.4%

MSCI quarter return# 
-8.4%

MCGG.ASX Fund quarter return#

-4.8% (February 3, 2022)

MSCI quarter return# 
-8.4%

IN THE MEDIA

Equity Mates Podcast, 10 February 2022
Expert: Nick Griffin & James Tsindis - Is this the 
biggest opportunity since the internet?

Livewire Markets, 10 March 2022
A US$50tn opportunity: Why today’s woes will drive 
tomorrow’s winners 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/27ckUrpEHaklx2QCGFcqCL?si=f27f0dbe33914639
https://open.spotify.com/episode/02IuAbKwqKxZV7NhI9qIXf?si=16e72532be334daa
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/expert-nick-griffin-james-tsinidis-is-climate-the/id1212097275?i=1000550583318
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/expert-nick-griffin-james-tsinidis-is-climate-the/id1212097275?i=1000550583318
http://Livewire Markets, 10 March 2022
https://www.livewiremarkets.com/wires/a-us-50tn-opportunity-why-today-s-woes-drive-tomorrow-s-winners
https://www.livewiremarkets.com/wires/a-us-50tn-opportunity-why-today-s-woes-drive-tomorrow-s-winners
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QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHTS

Fund commentary

The Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund returned -12.4% in the March quarter (-8.5% from equities and -4.0% 
from currency, while the MSCI World (Ex-Aus) returned -8.4% (-4.7% from equities and -3.7% from currency). 

The first quarter of 2022 has been difficult for global financial markets. What began as a growth equity correction 
escalated through February with the Russian invasion of Ukraine and concluded in March with a vicious bond market 
sell-off on the back of an increasingly hawkish Federal Reserve. 

At various points through the quarter, the S&P was down 13%, the Nasdaq was down 20% and the Eurostoxx 600 was 
down 15% for the year before a market comeback in the last two weeks. This has been a difficult period for investing and 
one where taking too much drastic action could ultimately have led to a significant loss of capital.  

Growth equities have been under pressure for a while. 

The correction in growth equities started in mid-2021 and has only recently leaked into the broader market. For 
reference, recent IPOs are already down 44% from their peak, Bitcoin 33%, while unprofitable technology is 43% down 
from its peak. However, while many of these speculative stocks are in the technology and healthcare sector, investors 
should not confuse what is happening to speculative stocks with those that have solid earnings, cashflows, and 
importantly valuations. Not all companies are the same just because they all trade on the same index or in the same ETF. 

As many of you would be aware, we spent 2021 exiting most of the Fund’s higher multiple, higher sales growth stocks. 
We recognised that as rates tighten, our global growth winners would need to be able to grow earnings faster than their 
stock price valuation multiple would contract. While interest rates may go up, these companies retain strong pricing 
power, can continue to grow almost regardless of the economic environment and represent a significantly better 
likelihood of compound returns for investors than holding cash. 

This is not the first time the Fund has experienced a 10% drawdown and it won’t be the last. Having been here before, it is 
important to draw on experiences formed over the last 15 years of managing international equities and below we share 
the guideposts we look at to help plot the path ahead. 
 We remain confident in the ability of our portfolio investments to grow earnings through this uncertainty and ultimately 
deliver returns for our clients. 

From a stock attribution perspective, positive contributors came from our more recent names in Food Revolution, 
Nutrien and Deere & Co as the issues in Eastern Europe have highlighted the need for greater food security and the 
importance of farm management to improve efficiency. Longer-term, they’re expected to benefit from resource scarcity 
and the shift to sustainable agriculture. The main detractors were High-Performance Compute names, Advanced 
Micro Devices and ASML, as markets became concerned about a shorter term hit to consumer electronics given the 
worsening macro landscape and the possible impact on consumers.
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QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHTS

Market Outlook

This is a highly uncertain time. How high will interest rates go? Can inflation be contained or will the war in Ukraine make it 
worse? What are the geopolitical implications of China supporting Russia? Why are equity markets relaxed when bond 
markets are so volatile? These questions and many more are likely to plague investors for much of 2022 and into 2023. 

When faced with uncertainties, we continue to rely on the earnings growth of the companies we invested in to guide 
the path forward as whatever happens in the world - we know that share prices follow earnings in the long run. We 
understand this is simplistic, but it has worked for us for a long time and will work again. 

Below we have listed some of the most common questions we receive on this view and how we would answer them. 
 
Don’t higher interest rates equal lower multiples for earnings growth?  

The short answer is yes. As rates go up, multiples go down, but importantly, interest rates can only go up so much. 

There is simply too much debt in the world for long-term interest rates to get much higher than 3%. 

As we have seen the more the Federal Reserve flags rate hikes, the closer the 2x10 interest rate curve gets to inverting. 

Long-term interest rates are anchored by the excess debt balances in the world which ultimately means multiples can 
only de-rate so far before the earnings growth of the underlying companies becomes attractive again. This is now 
becoming evident as the higher short-term rates go, long term rates become more anchored, shifting investors back to 
structural growth, while the cyclical stocks start to become exposed to a slow down. 

 
But won’t earnings growth suffer from higher interest rates and input costs?
Again, the short answer is yes. Earnings growth will slow in this environment, the Fed is actively trying to slow the 
economy and the re-opening tailwinds are beginning to slow. 

However, the structural trends that drive our companies will endure. 

Short of a global recession, the shift to cloud computing, accelerating computing, decarbonisation and innovative 
healthcare will continue. Companies that are exposed to these trends will see their earnings grow through the cycle. 

Rising debt levels cap long-term interest rates

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P 18 January 2022
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QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHTS

What if the war escalates? What if China invades Taiwan? 

Clearly, we don’t have a crystal ball and we don’t know what the next big shock is around the corner.  

With the long equity exposure, we have worked over the past several months to improve the overall quality, valuation 
and diversification of the companies in the Fund as well as screening to ensure we are comfortable with every 
company’s balance sheet. 

Simply, structurally growing equities, at the right price, provide a path through the noise and growth on the other 
side. 
  
In conclusion 

We would encourage investors to take a big step back and look at where we stand today in a broader landscape.  

Equity markets have been strong for a long period, but volatility is here and markets could be difficult for a little while. 
From here, many will try to switch from one place to another and then another and then another to ‘play the cycle’ 
and to them, we wish them good luck. That’s not our skill and not why people invest in our Funds. 

In the end, long-term interest rates are unlikely to move up dramatically; there is simply too much debt in the world. 
Investors will have few alternatives to earn an adequate return and will ultimately come back to structurally growing 
companies that can grow independently of the economic cycle. 

We remain excited about the opportunities presenting themselves and will look to use this volatility to position 
ourselves for the months and years ahead. 
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STOCK STORY: DANAHER

AREA OF INTEREST:    Innovative Health
 

MARKET CAP:                     $207.1B USD

Danaher detracted -58bps from the Fund’s performance during the quarter. 

Danaher is a core holding in our Innovative Health Area of Interest and has been a long-term performer for the Fund. The 
recent pullback in share price can be attributed to the growth rotation, re-opening trade and covid relaxation across the 
globe rather than fundamental long-term prospects, especially as it maintains a dominant position in testing.

Danaher designs, manufactures and markets products and services in the sectors of life sciences, diagnostics testing 
and environmental sciences. The end market exposure is very attractive given the structural growth and resiliency in 
an economic downturn. The business has very predictable cash flows given a high proportion of products sold are 
consumables that act as recurring revenue.

The company has one of the best management teams and investment philosophies we have seen with their “Danaher 
Business Systems” (DBS) framework. Rather than grow margins by cost-cutting, the DBS process invests in innovation 
and aims to produce more innovative and therefore higher priced products to drive margin expansion. 

Danaher has seen its free cash flow grow from $3.3bn in 2019 to $7.1bn in 2021, as its Life Sciences and Diagnostics 
businesses benefitting from vaccine production and diagnostics tests for COVID-19 respectively. As the disease moves 
from a pandemic to an endemic stage, Danaher’s growth will naturally slow from the exponential growth rates of the past 
two years. However, while growth slows, the company has forecast growth to be much higher than it was pre-pandemic, 
with a higher proportion of revenue coming from consumables (higher recurring revenue) and at higher margins. 

The anticipated long-term annual performance outlook is for double-digit plus EPS growth. 

Despite its recent pullback, Danaher reported strong Q4 results and provided strong guidance for FY22 above broker 
expectations. Meanwhile, Danaher’s 12 months forward EV/EBITDA multiple de-rated from 24.5x to 21x and P/E ratio 
fell from 32x to 27.3x from end of December 2021 to end of March 2022.

Looking out over the next three years, the business is going to generate between $8bn to $10bn per annum of free cash 
flow, with the majority being redeployed back into the business both organically and via M&A. The group has a very 
strong track record of capital allocation particularly for value and earnings accretive deals. 

We have maintained Danaher as a core holding in the Fund and will look to take the opportunity to increase the position 
if there is a further pull back in the shares. Given the aforementioned cash flow generation and the strength of Danaher’s 
balance sheet, we anticipate they will make an acquisition in the near-term that will serve as a positive catalyst for the 
stock, given it will likely be earnings and value accretive to the company and is not factored into sell-side forecasts.
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STOCK STORY: DEERE & CO 

AREA OF INTEREST:    Food Revolution 
 

MARKET CAP:                     $126.1B USD

Deere contributed 36bps to quarterly performance during the March quarter. 

Deere sits in our food revolution area of interest and is a key manufacturer in the structurally Growing global agriculture 
market. The issues in Eastern Europe have highlighted the need for greater food security and the importance of farm 
management to improve efficiency. 

Deere is the leader in precision agriculture: a software-driven opportunity for agriculture machinery suppliers to help 
farmers improve their crop management. Traditional farming strategies involved using different techniques for different 
parts of their land. For example, different farming techniques for crops were used depending on the incline of the land 
(e.g. hill, valley, flat). Now, precision agriculture allows farmers to use technology to manage crops to the individual plant 
level. 

Deere’s precision agriculture division expects to grow its top line at a 25-30% growth rate in 2022, and the company 
makes an operating margin above 20%. The total addressable market for precision agriculture is estimated to be 
approximately USD 80bn, with opportunities for Deere in fertilisers, crop chemicals, seeds, fuel, yield management 
and labour improvements. Going forward, Deere is targeting 10% of its revenues to be driven from recurring revenues, 
(software), which will be made up largely of its precision agriculture offering. 

Deere’s precision agriculture offering can not only drive revenues and margins for the company through software, but 
also enables global farming to be more climate-friendly. For example, using software to deploy fertilisers and chemicals 
more efficiently can reduce the impact on soil and water. Harvesting techniques can also be better managed to 
maximise the crop harvested, reduce the impact on the broader environment and use less carbon polluting fuel in the 
process. We see a long runway for Deere to grow its earnings structurally with the buildout of its precision agriculture 
business. 

A large Total Addressable Market

Source: Goldman Sachs investment research, 18 January 2022

$78.8bn Total Addressable Market

$18.1 bn $18.5 bn $3.5bn $0.7 bn $23.2 bn $14.7 bn

FERTILIZER
CROP 
CHEMICALS SEED DIESEL YIELD LABOUR
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STOCK STORY: NUTRIEN

AREA OF INTEREST:     Food Revolution
 MARKET CAP:   $55.8B USD

Nutrien contributed 196bps of performance for the Fund during the quarter.

Nutrien sits in our Food Revolution Area of Interest. Long term they’re expected to benefit from food security, resource 
scarcity and the shift to sustainable agriculture. 

The world’s burgeoning population, climate change and the Russia-Ukraine conflict has placed pressure on agricultural 
demand and impeded supply. Combined, these factors necessitate a concerted solution to what’s become a 
nationalistic matter of food security. 

Nutrien is the world’s largest integrated provider of crop inputs and services. The company plays an essential role in 
“Feeding the Future” through yield-enhancing fertilisers and crop inputs. Nutrien is the world’s largest potash producer, 
second largest phosphate producer and third-largest in global nitrogen. They run the world’s largest Ag Retail network 
which serves over 500,000 growers across 14 regions globally. 

Nutrien’s quarterly performance was driven by the Russia-Ukraine conflict, compounding what was already an 
extremely tight global ag complex. Corn (+25% Q1), Soybean (+20% Q1) and Wheat (+30% Q1) prices rose significantly 
through the quarter. The tension further aggravated the situation by removing significant fertiliser volumes from the 
global market, pressing prices to benefit fertiliser suppliers like Nutrien who had the capacity to supply.  

The key swing factor for Nutrien has been potash, where they’re virtually the only producer with the ability to increase 
supply to capitalize on a price that trades at a multi-decade high. At the same time, they’re profiting from European 
gas-driven strength across the Nitrogen complex. On the back of this strength, the company conservatively guides to 
an EBITDA of USD$11.2bn for FY22 which stands at nearly 3x what their historical through the cycle run-rate EBITDA of 
USD$4bn p.a. 

Management intends to use the cash windfall to continue acquiring retail space and to build out their sustainable 
agricultural offering. Additionally, they’re expected to continue growing their dividend and buying back stock at a 
cadence of 10% p.a for the next three years. With balance sheet repair, strategic M&A and structurally elevated through 
cycle EBITDA, the stock is expected to emerge from this cycle with a stronger valuation to reflect a company better 
positioned in a structurally transformed industry. 
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QUARTERLY FUND ATTRIBUTION (BASIS POINTS)

By investment category

By region (equities only)

Top & Bottom contributors (equities only)
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QUARTER END EXPOSURE

Category              Sector

 LONG 95.4%  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 34.5%

 CASH 4.6%  HEALTHCARE 19.0%

 NO. OF LONG POSITIONS 28  INDUSTRIALS 12.1%

 COMMUNICATION SERVICES 7.1%

 FINANCIALS 6.2%

 OTHER 22.7%

Region                           Holdings

LONG

 UNITED STATES 81.2%

 EUROPE 12.3%

FRANCE 2.5%

GERMANY 4.9%

NETHERLANDS 5.0%

 HONG KONG 1.8%

 EXPOSURE 95.4%

 CASH 4.6%

Areas of interest (AOI)

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

MICROSOFT 6.7%

DANAHER 6.3%

NUTRIEN 5.1%

VISA 5.1%

ASML 5.0%

ALPHABET 5.0%

AMAZON 4.4%

UNITED HEALTH 4.0%

MASTERCARD 4.0%

INTERCONTINENTAL 3.8%

INNOVATIVE HEALTH 

DIGITAL ENTERPRISE 

HIGH PERFORMANCE COM 

FOOD REVOLUTION 

DIGITAL PAYMENTS 

CLIMATE 

INTERNET DISRUPTION 

0% 6% 12% 18%
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Past performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not a guide to future performance. Data is as at 31 March 2022 unless otherwise specified. GSFM Responsible 
Entity Services Limited ABN 48 129 256 104 AFSL 321517 (GRES) is the responsible entity of the Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund ARSN 630 173 189 (Fund) APIR GSF9808AU (MCGGF) and the 
Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund (Managed Fund) (MCGG.ASX), collectively the Funds. GRES is the issuer of this information. The inception date of MCGGF is 31 October 2019. MCGG.ASX invests 
in MCGGF and cash, the inception date of MCGG is 3 February 2022. Returns of the Funds are net of management costs and assumes distributions have been reinvested. References marked * relate to the 
MCGGF. Numbers may not sum due to rounding or compounding returns. The MSCI ACWI Index AUD refers to the MSCI All Country World Index Total Return Net Index in Australian Dollars. BPS refers to 
Basis Points. AOIs refers to Areas of Interest. EM refers to Emerging Markets (including China). This information has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of 
individuals. Before making an investment decision in relation to the Funds, investors should consider the appropriateness of this information, having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs 
and read and consider the target market determination (TMD) and the product disclosure statement for the relevant Fund. The MCGGF TMD is dated 20 July 2021, the PDS is dated 21 July 2021 (PDS) and the 
Additional Information Booklet (AIB) dated 21 July 2021, the MCGG.ASX PDS is dated 21 January 2022 and the TMD dated 21 January 2022, these documents may be obtained from www.gsfm.com.au, www.
munropartners.com.au or by calling 1300 133 451. None of GRES, Munro Partners, their related bodies or associates nor any other person guarantees the repayment of capital or the performance of the Funds 
or any particular returns from the Funds. No representation or warranty is made concerning the accuracy of any data contained in this document. This document is issued on 12 April 2022.

Performance - MCGGF

3MTHS 6MTHS FYTD 12MTHS INCEPT 
(P.A.)

INCEPT 
CUM.

MUNRO CONCENTRATED  GLOBAL GROWTH 
FUND (AUD)

-12.5% -8.0% -4.0% 3.7% 16.5% 44.6%

MSCI WORLD (EX-AUS) TR INDEX (AUD) -8.4% -1.8% 2.1% 11.6% 11.6% 30.3%

EXCESS RETURN -4.0% -6.2% -6.1% -7.9% 4.9% 14.3%

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN TOTAL

2020FY 4.9% -1.2% 7.4% -1.1% -4.2% 6.7% 4.4% 1.3% 19.0%

2021FY 4.4% 4.4% 1.0% 2.0% 3.1% 0.5% 1.2% -0.4% -0.2% 3.6% -2.2% 6.6% 26.5%

2022FY 4.7% 4.6% -4.7% 1.5% 5.1% -1.4% -7.9% -4.7% -0.2% -4.0%

Performance - MCGG.ASX

1 MTH INCEPT CUM.

MCGG.ASX (AUD) -0.3% -4.8%

MSCI WORLD (EX-AUS) TR INDEX (AUD) -0.9% -4.7%

EXCESS RETURN 0.6% 0.0%

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN TOTAL

2022FY -4.4% -0.3% -4.8%

IMPORTANT INFORMATION Past performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not a guide to future performance.  
Differences in performance between the Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund (unlisted fund) and MCGG (ASX quoted Fund) relate to their respective 
inception dates, the buy/sell spread around the iNAV for MCGG, and the timing difference between the issuing of units during the day on the ASX for MCGG and 
the purchase of units in the Munro Concentrated Global Growth Fund at the end of the day. This may result in reporting small differences in performance.


